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	Welcome to the Microsoft Official Academic Course (MOAC) program for Networking

	Fundamentals. MOAC represents the collaboration between Microsoft Learning and John

	Wiley & Sons, Inc. publishing company. Microsoft and Wiley teamed up to produce a series

	of textbooks that deliver compelling and innovative teaching solutions to instructors and

	superior learning experiences for students. Infused and informed by in-depth knowledge

	from the creators of Microsoft products, and crafted by a publisher known worldwide for the

	pedagogical quality of its products, these textbooks maximize skills transfer in minimum time.

	Students are challenged to reach their potential by using their new technical skills as highly

	productive members of the workforce.





	Because this knowledge base comes directly from Microsoft, creator of the Microsoft Certified

	IT Professional (MCITP), Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS), and Microsoft

	Certified Professional (MCP) exams (www.microsoft.com/learning/certification), you are sure to

	receive the topical coverage that is most relevant to students’ personal and professional success.

	Microsoft’s direct participation not only assures you that MOAC textbook content is accurate

	and current; it also means that students will receive the best instruction possible to enable their

	success on certification exams and in the workplace.

	Students who are beginning studies in technology need a strong foundation in the basics before moving on to more advanced technology courses and certification programs.   The Microsoft Technology Associate (MTA) is a new and innovative certification track designed to provide a pathway for future success in technology courses and careers. The MTA program curriculum helps instructors teach and validate fundamental technology concepts and provides students with a foundation for their careers as well as the confidence they need to succeed in advanced studies. Through the use of MOAC MTA titles you can help ensure your students future success in and out of the classroom.  This text covers the fundementals of local area networking,  defining networks with the OSI Model and understanding wired and wireless networks.  In addition it includes understanding Internet Protocol, implementing TCP/IP and working with networking services. Your students will better understand wide area networks along with defining network infrastructures and network security.
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Data Structures & Algorithms in Swift: Implementing practical data structures with Swift 4Razeware LLC, 2018

	Learn data structures and algorithms in Swift! Understanding how data structures and algorithms work in code is crucial for creating efficient and scalable apps. Swift’s Standard Library has a small set of general purpose collection types, yet they definitely don’t cover every case! In this book, you’ll learn how to...
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Compensating the Sales Force: A Practical Guide to Designing Winning Sales Compensation PlansMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Design a sales compensation plan that sends profits soaring
Sales compensation works! It's the most effective tool managers have for motivating the sales force, improving their performance, and increasing profits. Creating a winning compensation plan, however, requires careful analysis, accurate calculation, and a clear...
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Matthew Through the Centuries (Wiley Blackwell Bible Commentaries)John Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		The reception of the Gospel of Matthew over two millennia: commentary and interpretation

	
		Matthew Through the Centuries offers an overview of the reception history of one of the most prominent gospels in Christian worship. Examining the reception of Matthew from the perspectives of a wide range of...
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Foundations of JSP Design PatternsApress, 2004

	Foundations of JSP Design Patterns gives you the tools to build scalable enterprise applications using JSP. While other books merely provide instruction on basic JSP and servlet development, this insightful guide goes a step further to offer a variety of best practices and design principles, enabling you to build your own scalable and...
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A Modern Introduction to Differential EquationsAcademic Press, 2009
An accessible introductory differential equations textbook for the one-semester course.     

Designed for a one-semester course, A Modern Introduction to Differential Equations presents a solid and highly accessible introduction to differential equations, developing the concepts from a dynamic systems perspective...
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The Casimir EffectWorld Scientific Publishing, 2001
"... the book is very comprehensive, clearly written and filled with wonderful physics." -- CERN Courier, Mar 2002

"Milton's attractively slim book will guide the serious beginner and its analytical rigor should also attract experienced theorists"   -- Physics Today, Jan 2003
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